Spinal reflex alterations as a function of intensity and frequency of vibration applied to the feet of seated subjects.
Sensorimotor system performance is known to be altered by vibration applied locally to tendons and muscles or to the whole body. The present study is an attempt to determine the influence of vibration amplitude, acceleration, and frequency on the excitability of the motoneurons as evaluated by the amplitude of electrically induced spinal reflex response in man. The results show that a vibration applied to the legs of a seated subject (S) decreased the reflex response. The effect is directly related to the vibration intensity. The reflex amplitude is minimal in the 10-30 Hz range. At constant acceleration, the depressive effect decreased beyond 20-30 Hz while, at constant displacement amplitude, the reflex inhibition was almost constant throughout the frequency range of 20-60 Hz. These observations suggest that the diminution of the reflex response is mainly related to the amplitude of the vibration, regardless of the frequency. The results are interpreted in light of current knowledge of the effect of locally applied vibration on muscle tendons. The marked inhibition observed in the 10-30 Hz range, even with moderate intensity, suggests that particular attention should be devoted to avoid vibration in that frequency range in vehicles in order to prevent alteration of the performance of sensorimotor systems.